
Coordination Standup Notes 2014-05-02

Date

May 02, 2014

Attendees

Unknown User (robyn)
Kian-Tat Lim
Jim Bosch  - attended via chat room - later
Simon Krughoff - attended via chat room - later
Mario Juric - at  Database Developers Workathon
Jacek Becla - at Database Developers Workathon
Unknown User (abecker) - carryover of regrets

Goals

Blockers, Done since last meeting, To Do by next meeting on  6 May 2014

Discussion Items

Group Who Notes

Middlew
are

Kian-Tat 
Lim Nothing new to report.

Some progress coding Butler prototype for design review demonstration

DevOps Unknown 
User 
(robyn)

Discussed  and 's  updates to Confluence's layout which are now visible on Unknown User (shaw) Unknown User (robyn)
DM-273
Strong-armed  to review the layout so DM-273  could jump a column.Kian-Tat Lim
Kian-Tat Lim confirmed that duplicate names within a Space are not allowed (FYI: namespace is flat).

he's concerned about letting the prior Release detritus remain in the same Space as the current Development 
Release's work  because of the problem of duplicate names. He prefers not to need to include the Release# in every 
page's handle.

Dick Shaw is working on Use of PhoSim documentation. 
progress will slow down since he's vacationing next Wednesday to Wednesday.

Mario posted his travel schedule for the next month; he's back working on his frequent flyer miles the entire month.

MeasFW Jim Bosch
From ChatRoom: K-T: Stuck on anything? JB: "Nope.And everything is in JIRA (tm)."

Sims Simon 
Krughoff

From ChatRoom: 

Simon: "Rats.Sorry about that.I ran the sims meeting and got caught up writing the notes."
K-T: "I thought everyone was on strike against meetings."

Jim: "Well, not consciously, at least."
Simon: "My update is that I'm looking at a circular dependency Robyn uncovered yesterday.No blockers, but I did want 
to chat about git-fat at the standup."

Simon: "I don't know how to make the same files anonymous read and authenticated on write without having to 
change the end point in a file in the repository."

Dear Readers: Move over to the Chat room if you want to read about the git-fat issues.....

DB Jacek 
Becla K-T, reporting from the DB Developer Workathon,  all are busy and Jacek couldn't be pulled away.
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DiffIm Unknown 
User 
(abecker)

Andy reports from ChatRoom: "Quick update from my end: have been out due to eye surgery.Will be back next week 
working on my Jira scheduling and trying to get a NASA ADAP proposal in before deadline."

"Blockers: I still have not gotten any feedback on the W14 document from non-UW personnel."

Action Items

Mario Juric - still waiting for you to review the DCR analysis

Robert Lupton - still waiting for you to review the DCR analysis
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